
 

 

 

 

 

Expectations 
When you go out with war against your enemy, and Hashem will give him into your 

hand; and you will take him hostage… 

We know that Torah is eternal, and it wants to teach us the ways of serving G-d.  Many 

holy books explain that the war that Torah mentions is the war with our evil inclination.  

And there is a hit which evil inclination it is talking about.  Torah writes, “When you go 

out with war against your enemy – meaning evil inclination,- and G-d… - meaning will put 

this enemy as evil character traits. 

How can you determine which character trait it talks about?  It is connected  to two 

things: with your hand and you will take it hostage. 

Hand – is representation of feeling of control, what you will expect from another person, 

how he should behave himself toward you, and what he has to do, how he has to speak 

toward you – this way you will have the feeling of control over everyone, and it will seem 

to you that you will take him hostage – that one, whom you expect to take hostage. 

Torah tells us that that is the enemy.  The feeling that everyone owes us! 

In reality, when Hashem created the world, it was obvious that it would never exist only 

if everything is done right.  People are people, and they sin.  It follows that Creation has 

to be built on measure of Mercy as well. 

Our existence depends on this endless Mercy.  We are given another chance, and 

another, even though we are so imperfect.  Nobody owes us anything, and what Torah 

demands from us is to remember our obligation toward others – so that we will never 

remember Mercy that Hashem bestows upon us every day, and we should thank Him for 

it again and again.   
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Part 2 

It is written in the Torah, “When you go out to war against your enemy, and L-rd, your G-

d, will deliver him into your hand…” (Dvarim 21:10). Torah is eternal and wants to teach 

us the right path in life. We have to understand, what war it is talking about, and what 

enemy. Let’s try to understand with the following example: Two people stood before the 

Heavenly Tribunal. Both were good Jews and lead lives committed to Torah. But their 

lives went without serious challenges. Heavenly Tribunal looked over their lives and 

pronounced them free from sin. However, since they didn’t go through any hardships, 

they were to be given the test right now. If they pass, they go to Heaven. If not, they are 

to return to Earth and go through life filled with trials and tribulations. Each one was 

placed before a rock, given a hammer, and ordered to break it. One of them looked at 

the huge rock and small hammer, sat down, and started to cry. How was he to break this 

rock with such small hammer? The other one figured that it doesn’t matter how the rock 

will be broken, but it must be broken. He grabbed the hammer and gave the rock a good 

blow. The rock shattered into pieces. Our sages teach us that we are in constant war with 

our evil inclination. It is our enemy, which pushes us to be untrue to the values of Torah. 

Our soul, which is part of Hashem, comes from the world of spiritual pleasure and 

closeness to Hashem, and enters the physical world as human being. It continues seeking 

pleasure from learning Torah and fulfilling the commandments. But our enemy tries with 

all its might to lead us away from the goal, for which Hashem created us. Torah teaches 

us how to fight with our enemy. “When you go out to war with your enemy…” –as soon 

as you go out to war in full faith that he will be defeated, then “Hashem will deliver him 

into your hand.” It is impossible to defeat him without Hashem’s help, but He will for 

sure help us. We have to be ready to fight him and remain true to Torah values. 

Wishing You All An Uplifting Shabbos! 

To donate or receive our parsha sheet email to lifeoftorah@gmail.com 
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